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Abstract
Holden, Sean. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December 2018. Professional Identity,
Commitment, and Intent to Persist: The Facilitative Role of Mindfulness for Pre-Service
Teachers. Christian Mueller, Ph.D., and Leigh Harrell-Williams, Ph.D.
Researchers have long observed issues with teacher retention, particularly early in one’s career
(Ingersoll, 2003; Gray & Taie, 2015). In order to address this issue, many researchers have
investigated retention by exploring the development of one’s perceptions and beliefs about the
profession. Encompassing this trend, interest has been placed on teachers’ professional identity,
a comprehensive construct acknowledging the influence of personal factors and internalized
external experience (Schaefer et al., 2014). Based in this perspective, Hong (2010) proposed that
one’s beliefs about teaching and perceptions of self-efficacy, value, empowerment, burnout, and
commitment are particularly salient in the decision to remain in or leave the field. Working from
Hong’s (2010) conceptual work, the present study sought to examine empirically an expanded
model of pre-service identity, stress, and commitment to understand individuals’ intent to remain
in teaching. The present study also sought to explore a potential means of facilitating adaptive
professional identity and occupational outcomes, tapping mindfulness for its known benefits for
teachers (e.g. Flook et al., 2013) and identity development (e.g. Hanley & Garland, 2017).
Participants were 131 undergraduate, pre-service teachers enrolled in a teaching program at one
of six universities. Results suggested that empowerment and value significantly predicted levels
of teaching stress, which predicted overall identity clarity in teaching. This clarity then predicted
commitment, which was highly related to intent to remain in the profession. Regarding
mindfulness, results indicated that higher levels were generally related with more adaptive
identity components, less stress, and greater self-concept clarity. Findings are further discussed
in the context of the existing literature, as are limitations and future directions.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Teacher retention has been a commonly discussed issue for over a decade (e.g. DarlingHammond, 1999; Ingersoll, 2001, 2002, 2003), with many leaving the field early in their careers
(Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 2003; Gray & Taie, 2015). Compounding this, even more teachers
hold negative perceptions of the profession (Metlife, 2013) and have high levels of work-related
stress (Johnson et al., 2005), placing them on a potential path toward dropping out of the
profession. Together, these present potentially problematic trends in education, as a high rate of
teacher turnover contributes to a wide range of institutional difficulties, while also negatively
influencing student achievement (Barnes, Crowe, & Schaefer, 2007; Ronfeldt, Loeb, & Wyckoff,
2013). Further, these issues are not limited to practicing teachers. Rather, dropout arises from a
process that takes root during formative teacher education years, where progressively negative
perceptions of teaching, high levels of stress, and other precursors of dropout have also been
noted (Chong & Low, 2009; Hong, 2010, 2012). Therefore, the decision to drop out of teaching
is rarely simple or sudden, but rather is a process influenced by many factors over time
(Schaefer, Downey, & Clandinin, 2014), making the pre-service, teacher education years a
crucial context for understanding and intervening in dropout (Chong & Low, 2009; Chong, Low,
& Goh 2011; Zhang, Hawk, Zhang, & Zhao, 2016).
Yet, while teacher retention has been extensively explored in the literature, the specific
processes behind dropping out and ways of counteracting it remain less clear (Schaefer et al.,
2014). Given this situation, researchers have proposed a multitude of factors influencing
decisions to remain in or leave the teaching profession. Within this literature, teacher identity has
emerged as a particularly comprehensive and informative factor (Schaefer et al., 2014), as it
captures the synthesis of teachers’ perceptions and beliefs, which together form the foundation
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from which teachers interpret their experiences and make decisions throughout their practice
(Fang, 1996; Hong, 2010; Kaplan, 2014; Matanin & Collier, 2003). In general, the perspective of
teacher identity as a factor in decision making considers professional decisions and outcomes to
arise from one’s understanding of oneself as a teacher with or without the capacity to fulfill the
role (Gee, 2000), which is informed by the interplay of one’s personal and contextual perceptions
and experiences. Though researchers have conceptualized the factors comprising teaching
identity in various ways depending on context and the type of professional development being
investigated (Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004), they have commonly highlighted values, goals,
beliefs, perceptions, and commitments (Kaplan, 2014; Kelchtermans, 1993; Lasky, 2003) as
aspects of identity most pressing in professional decisions and occupational outcomes. Broadly,
this line of research seems promising, as it helps condense the many idiosyncrasies involved in
professional decisions and action into a workable snapshot of why teachers teach, how they view
teaching and its constraints, and what they believe about their potential success in the role.
Further, this perspective may provide additional context for known predictors of teaching
difficulties that often begin early in teachers’ development, such as overwhelming stress and
burnout. For instance, while these experiences have often been considered as an outcome of
workplace stressors (Griffith, Steptoe, & Cropley, 1999), it is possible they may also be driven
by more general maladaptive perceptions of oneself and the teaching role, particularly for those
who have not yet entered the profession. That is, even without encountering extensive schoolbased stressors, it is possible that pre-service teachers may experience stress with teaching
simply due to persistent doubts about their ability to fulfill the role, capability of becoming a
good teacher, and perceived support in their work.
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In line with these notions, Hong (2010) proposed a conceptual model in which
perceptions of teaching efficacy, teaching value, empowerment, and commitment to the
profession, along with emotional experience and teaching beliefs, interact to inform one’s
professional self-understanding when making retention decisions. Supporting this, qualitative
and descriptive evidence from Hong’s (2010) research with pre-service and in-service dropouts
suggested that turnover may be the product of maladaptive identities overwhelmed with stress in
the face of poor personal and contextual perceptions. However, while this research provided a
conceptual foundation from which to work, Hong (2010) did not provide an empirical model
with specified directionality among the factors. Likewise, no construct was provided to capture
one’s overarching sense of professional identity, instead assuming the whole system of
relationships to signify identity. Thus, the present study sought to expound on this process,
proposing a full empirical model that hypothesized pathways for further understanding the steps
toward or away from retention, while also including teacher self-concept clarity as a measureable
proxy of the current status of one’s professional identity. In addition, the present study suggested
that the sense of stress and burnout noted in Hong’s (2010) research may be a critical factor in
explaining how individual, maladaptive identity components might come to undermine one’s
overarching sense of self. That is, while a fluctuation in perceived efficacy or empowerment in
itself may or may not invite conflict in one’s general understanding of oneself as a teacher, it
may contribute to a profuse, nagging sense of stress and conflict about teaching that plays a
larger role in lowering one’s sense of compatibility with and connection to teaching. Further,
when maladaptive perceptions arise in tandem, experienced conflict within the role may become
overwhelming, contributing to identity issues and leading one to potentially rethink whether
teaching is suitable for them.
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In fact, this is in line with subsequent research from Hong (2012), which documented that
an ability/inability to overcome stress and conflict was a central aspect of teachers’ decisions on
whether to leave teaching. Thus, beyond providing a clearer idea of the process involved in
developing a strong connection to teaching, attending to the role of stress may also speak to how
adaptive identity processes might be supported early in teachers’ development. Namely, if one’s
sense of stress with teaching plays a central role in reduced identification with the profession, as
previously proposed, then fostering adaptive means of perceiving stress and handling one’s
reaction to it might be a reasonably generalizable means by which to support pre-service
teachers’ identity development, and thereby intent to remain in the profession. Even though this
focus has not been thoroughly applied in the context of identity development, many researchers
have been focusing on individuals’ general resilience to stress in teaching. For instance, this has
been the central focus of much of the literature investigating the benefits of mindfulness for
educators (e.g. Flook, Goldberg, Pinger, Bonus, & Davidson, 2013; Meiklejohn et al., 2012;
Skinner & Beers, 2016), given that mindfulness already has strong connections outside the
teaching context with perceived stress reduction, in part from benign stress appraisals and less
avoidant coping mechanisms (e.g. Carmody & Baer, 2008; Weinstein, Brown, & Ryan, 2009).
Additionally, the research in this area appears to have been fruitful with pre-service and inservice teachers, with consistent evidence that holding a mindful disposition, in which one
maintains an attentive, intentional awareness of present moment experiences without judgment
(Kabat-Zinn, 1994), is associated with stress maintenance (Flook et al., 2013; Hue & Lau, 2015).
However, looking at this growing literature, it is possible mindfulness may also be an important
factor in professional identity development for reasons beyond the influence it has on stress. For
instance, emerging evidence suggests that mindfulness may also be associated with holding
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adaptive perceptions and beliefs (e.g. Hanley, Palejwala, Hanley, Canto, & Garland, 2015) and a
clear self-concept (Dummel, 2018; Hanley & Garland, 2017). In fact, some preliminary
discussion and case study results have supported mindfulness training as an effective
intervention for burnout prevention and pre-service identity development (Nielsen & Laursen,
2018; Soloway, 2016). Thus, acknowledging this potential compatibility, the present study also
sought to investigate the role of mindfulness in promoting teaching identity, both through the
influence it may have on teaching perceptions and in mitigating the role of stress in undermining
self-clarity and commitment to teaching.
Altogether then, the goal of the present study was twofold. First, the study aimed to
expound on and examine Hong’s (2010) conceptual model to further illuminate the process by
which perceptions and beliefs contribute to a clear sense of identity, commitment, and intent to
remain in teaching. In particular, the current study offered hypothesized structure to Hong’s
(2010) model and investigated the integral role of stress perceptions as a step between individual
perceptions and possible teaching self-clarity issues. Second, the study aimed to investigate a
factor which may be fruitful for fostering early professional identity development, through
adaptive self-perceptions and reduced diffuse stress, highlighting the potential influence of
mindfulness in light of extensive evidence of the benefit it has in stress reduction and may have
in general identity development. Following, the professional identity perspective is discussed in
more detail, in particular covering the components of Hong’s (2010) conceptual model. In
addition, a more thorough account of mindfulness and how it might fit into the specific process
described in the model is provided.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
As aforementioned, professional identity has garnered increasing focus in the teaching
literature (e.g. Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard et al., 2004). This is fueled both by
evidence of the importance of identity in sustained occupational success (Day, Kington, Stobart,
& Sammons, 2006; Hong, 2010), and by the notion that comprehensive constructs like identity
might be best equipped to account for the complexity at play in professional outcomes (Schaefer
et al., 2014). However, despite this attention, the professional identity construct lacks a common
definition and is operationalized in many ways across the literature (Beijaard et al., 2004). Some
researchers draw from a broad perspective to understand professional identity, viewing it as the
recognition of oneself as a person with a certain set of characteristics relevant to functioning in a
specific context (Gee, 2000). Other conceptualizations include seeing teacher identity as the
explicit or implicit concepts a teacher holds of him or herself (Singh & Richards, 2006). Still
others have taken a more complex, interactive approach. For instance, this has included
conceptualizing teacher identity in terms of the intersectionality of different domains of action
(e.g. personal, pedagogical, etc.) within a specific context (Hoffman-Kipp, 2008).
While each of these lines of thinking provide unique nuance to the topic, their
nebulousness in defining the construct undermine its utility in quantitative research and for
explaining/predicting the trajectories experienced by teachers. Thus, depending on the types of
questions one hopes to address, it may be more helpful to explore teacher identity in terms of the
specific perceptions teachers hold of themselves and their context, which together might explain
adaptive and maladaptive professional outcomes and inform an understanding of teachers’
functioning. Luckily, common categories of components run across conceptions of teacher
identity, allowing one to piece together such a general working operationalization. As mentioned
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in the introduction, many conceptualizations highlight that teacher identity is comprised of the
understanding one develops of oneself as a teacher, including commitments, values, beliefs, and
self-perceptions (e.g. Hong, 2010; Kaplan, 2014; Kelchtermans, 1993; Lasky, 2003). However,
these understandings are bound simultaneously by one’s real and perceived environmental
conditions and other contextual factors (Beijaard et al., 2004; Kaplan, 2014). For instance,
intrinsic interest in teaching and belief in one’s teaching ability may influence commitment to the
profession, but one would be remiss to believe such internal factors operate alone. Rather, they
likely operate in tandem with what one believes is possible in a given environment, both through
how supported and impactful one perceives oneself to be in that context and how many
constraints on professional practice one perceives to exist (Hong, 2010; Kaplan, 2014).
Taking this perspective provides some utility to the construct in predicting occupational
outcomes. However, it also inherently means that the way in which one assesses identity depends
on what one is trying to predict or explain. For instance, if one wanted to examine the role of
teacher identity in effective classroom management, one would need to focus more specifically
on perceptions of classroom management self-efficacy, environmental constraints on how to
handle students, and beliefs in one’s ability to get better at managing students than if one were
attempting to explain a different outcome. Several models of teacher identity explicitly take this
perspective, such as Kaplan’s (2014) Dynamic Systems Model for professional development and
Hong’s (2010) model of professional identity for understanding dropout. Given the present
focus, the current study specifically incorporates the latter of these, Hong’s (2010) model, which
has detailed specific components deemed important for understanding teacher dropout.
Following, a description of this model’s components is provided along with discussion regarding
how these have been adapted and provided structure for the present research goals.
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Hong’s Professional Identity Model of Dropout
Hong (2010) provides a model specifically developed for application with pre-service
and early-career teachers. While the literature suggests no commonly accepted definition or
conceptualization of professional identity (e.g. Beijaard et al., 2004), Hong (2010) proposes
investigating multiple components covering a comprehensive array of professional selfconceptions important for a given outcome. That is, Hong (2010) poses professional identity not
as a concrete construct comprised of a consistent set of facets, but rather as a general sense of
self in teaching defined in part by the contextual focus applied to it. This provides a pragmatic
perspective by defining teacher identity in terms of the constellation of self-related and
contextual perceptions that might explain a given outcome, in this case dropout. Therefore, the
components covered in this framework are drawn from areas that relate with “teachers’ career
pursuit, decision making and goal commitment” (Hong, 2010, p. 1531), all aspects underlying
decisions to engage in or disengage from teaching. In terms of the specific components present,
this model incorporates value, self-efficacy, commitment, emotion, knowledge and beliefs, and
micropolitics/empowerment. The proceeding sections briefly describe these components,
keeping the information specific to the conceptualizations endorsed by Hong (2010) rather than
being exhaustive of the literature. Comment is also made where the current study takes a slightly
different approach.
Self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is defined as an individual’s belief that he or she is capable of
engaging in certain activity in an impactful manner that can lead to a desirable outcome or
attainment of a certain type of performance (Bandura, 1986; Bandura, 1994; Bandura,
Barbaranelli, Caprara, and Pastorelli, 1996). However, it specifically pertains to perceptions of
what can be done, not to perceptions of inherent attributes that may influence that capability
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(Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007), which would be congruent with implicit theories. While
understandings of self-efficacy are connected by this broad definition, self-efficacy is always
specific to context (Zimmerman & Cleary, 2006), though it can be examined in general or
specific ways within that context (Bong, 2006). Therefore, as Bong (2006) emphasizes, selfefficacy can be examined in terms of overarching beliefs about one’s capabilities within domains
(e.g. academics, occupation, etc.) or can be broken down to the level of specific capabilities (e.g.
statistics, classroom management, etc.) or even the specific skills within those capabilities (e.g.
computational skills, techniques, tool use, etc.).
While any of these conceptualizations can be incorporated, many contemporary selfefficacy researchers focus on beliefs about roles within domains (e.g. academic self-efficacy)
that include multiple tasks or activities (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). In the context of teacher
research, such a conception has been commonly applied (e.g. Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007;
Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001). Specifically regarding Hong’s (2010) framework,
Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001) understanding of teacher self-efficacy is
endorsed, which describes it as one’s judgement of capability in effecting intended teaching
outcomes. Underlying this belief are perceptions of capability to influence student engagement,
implement effective instructional strategies, and adequately manage classrooms. Therefore, one’s
conception of being capable of bringing about desired outcomes in the teaching role is signified
by whether one feels he or she can use varied, effective strategies to teach, incite participation
and interest, and develop students’ perceived value of learning, all while minimizing disruptions
(Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy. 2001). Such self-efficacy has been deemed the primary
motivator of professional work (Schepers et al., 2005) and is therefore integral to understanding
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teachers’ professional identity, not least because it is strongly tied to actual behavior and change
(Canrinus, Helms-Lorenz, Beijaard, Buitink, & Hofman, 2011).
Value. This component is derived from Eccles’s expectancy-value theory (e.g. Wigfield
& Eccles, 1992; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000), from which expectancy was likely omitted given
significant construct overlap with self-efficacy (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000), the second component
in the model. This theory defines value as the subjective quality of a certain task/activity that
influences desire to participate in it (Wigfield & Eccles, 1992). Thus, this perspective proposes
that the value one perceives in carrying out an activity greatly explains whether one will become
or remain motivated in that area, behaving accordingly. In this case, perceiving great value in
being a teacher would influence one’s motivation and determination in teaching over another
profession. However, many different components make up the value that one might attach to this
activity, in this case the role of teaching. Therefore, Eccles et al. (1983) outlined three primary
types of value: attainment value, intrinsic value, and utility value.
As discussed in the work of Eccles and her colleagues (e.g. Eccles et al. 1983; Wigfield
& Eccles, 1992), attainment value corresponds with the importance attributed to doing well at a
task/activity. Attainment value is also claimed to correspond with identity aspects insofar as
importance relies on how closely related a task/activity is to one’s sense of self (Wigfield, Tonks,
& Lutz Klauda, 2009). The second component, intrinsic value, relates with the enjoyment one
gets from participating in a task/activity, and, as described by Wigfield et al. (2009), overlaps
with constructs such as intrinsic motivation and interest. The third component, utility value,
relates with the extent to which one believes that a task/activity will be effective for achieving a
certain outcome/goal. This can involve superficial valuing (e.g. to the extent that the task/activity
leads to something else), or a deeper, more integrated sense of valuing (e.g. seeing a given
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task/activity as integral in personal desires and goals). Therefore, utility value can either be
similar to extrinsic or intrinsic motivation, depending on the extent to which one deems the
utility as intertwined with important beliefs and goals (Wigfield et al., 2009).
Knowledge and beliefs. In Hong’s (2010) model, knowledge is conceptualized narrowly
using Borko and Putnam’s (1996) framework of teacher knowledge, which includes three types
of knowledge critical to effectively fulfilling one’s role: general pedagogical knowledge, subject
matter knowledge, and pedagogical content knowledge. General pedagogical knowledge entails
knowledge about teaching, learning, and facilitating classroom functioning and organization that
supersedes specific domains (Lawson, Askell-Williams, & Murray-Harvey, 2009). For instance,
a teacher’s general pedagogical knowledge might include an understanding of how to set
classroom rules or manage daily timetables. Subject matter knowledge involves specific content
knowledge such as understanding grade-appropriate grammar rules as an English teacher or
physics equations as a high school science teacher. Pedagogical content knowledge is more
complicated because it has been defined differentially across the literature (e.g. Borko & Putnam,
1996; Beijaard & Verloop, 1996; Lawson et al., 2009). For Hong’s (2010) model, however, it
refers to an understanding of the process underlying the “transformation of content knowledge
into the way that facilitates student learning” (Hong, 2010, p. 1538). Thus, Hong (2010) appears
to stick with the original definition endorsed by Borko and Putnam (1996), rather than using the
alternative definitions seen in other contemporary discussions (e.g. Lawson et al., 2009), which
also integrate practical knowledge, epistemological issues, and implicit beliefs (e.g. Beijaard &
Verloop, 1996).
While this knowledge is undoubtedly important for teachers’ professional identity, it is
not a focus of the current study, primarily because this knowledge has either just begun to or has
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yet to develop. Further, because pre-service teachers are distanced from the situations where
such practical knowledge is put into use, it is unclear whether it would play an active role in
initial sources of identity clarity, commitment, and intentions for the career. Therefore, primary
focus is placed on the belief portion of Hong’s (2010) model, which highlights the beliefs
teachers hold about the nature of teaching and teaching outcomes. Specifically, the present study
focuses on implicit beliefs about teaching, such as whether teaching is a natural born skill or
something one can develop over time (Thadani, Breland, Dewar, 2010). Further, this overlaps
with concepts of pedagogical content knowledge (Beinaard & Verloop, 1996), while also being
more generalizable than the narrative types of knowledge that were Hong’s (2010) focus.
Micropolitics and empowerment. This component refers to the notion that there are
systems of interaction within contexts that influence professionals’ lives. This concept comes
from a literature that sees teaching as occurring within “mini political systems, nested in multilevel governmental structures, charged with salient public service responsibilities and dependent
on diverse constituencies” (Malen, 1994, p.148). This implies that understanding teachers’ sense
of professional identity, as well as their perseverance in teaching, requires an understanding of
the complex systems that teachers operate within. For instance, two teachers may have similar
beliefs and characteristics, but how these manifest in teaching may also depend on social
influences, overarching state policies, environmental constraints, etc. Given that an exhaustive
overview of this area is beyond the scope of the current discussion, edging into qualitative
inquiry based in critical theories, attention will be largely paid to teachers’ sense of
empowerment, which is explicitly utilized in Hong’s (2010) model.
Teachers’ empowerment is broadly defined as the power teachers have to participate in
and affect learning, as well as organizational decisions about their role as teachers (Zembylas &
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Papanastasiou, 2005). In Hong’s (2010) model, a framework by Short and Rinehart (1992) is
used, which signifies empowerment by focusing on perceptions in three areas: ability to
participate in decision-making, perceptions of professional status, and perceptions of
professional autonomy. The original framework also included professional development/growth,
teacher self-efficacy, and teacher impact on others (Short & Rinehart, 1992), but these were not
incorporated into Hong’s (2010) model due to redundancy with other components. Of the facets
remaining, decision-making refers to one’s ability to have a say in important decisions that affect
oneself and the organizational context, status refers to the respect and acknowledgment received,
and autonomy refers to being able to decide how to fulfill daily tasks and requirements (Short,
1994). Thus, a teacher with strong feelings of empowerment would be one who feels heard and
respected in overarching professional matters (e.g. how work will get done) and capable of
making daily, routine decisions (e.g. what the timing and pace of work will be). This sense of
empowerment is important, because it describes conceptions of personal agency, while also
likely influencing what courses of action teachers perceive as available.
Emotion – stress and burnout. In Hong’s (2010) model, the component of emotion is
narrowly focused on burnout, and thus does not reference discrete emotion as much as a
generalized emotional state related to one’s professional role. Nevertheless, a broader description
will be provided for additional context. Generally, many researchers have acknowledged the
salience of emotions in teaching, calling attention to the inherent role they play in teachers’
motivation for, perception of, and approach to teaching (e.g. Sutton & Wheatley, 2003, Trigwell,
2012). Further, researchers have highlighted the role that emotions play in teachers’ occupational
health and perseverance (e.g. Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Yin, Lee, & Zhang, 2013; Zhang &
Zhu, 2008). Generally described, emotions are multi-faceted processes incorporating motivation,
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expression, bodily/physiological state, and cognitive processing and proclivity, with the
emphasis in social sciences commonly falling on affective characteristics (Keller, Frenzel, Goetz,
Pekrun, & Hensley, 2014; Sutton & Wheatley, 2003).
Given the prevalence of emotions in the teaching role, researchers have focused on a
range of emotional processes (e.g. emotional labor, appraisal of emotion, emotion regulation),
while also highlighting a wide range of specific types of emotions (Keller et al., 2014). Though
positive emotional states are generally more prevalent in classrooms and are intertwined with
effective fulfillment of teaching roles (Hargreaves, 1998; Sutton & Wheatley, 2003), a
significant emphasis has been placed on negative emotions/psychological experiences, often due
to the barriers these present for teachers in carrying out, being satisfied with, and staying in their
professional role (Chang, 2009). Further, sustained negative emotions pose a particular risk to
teachers’ sense of identity as a teacher (Reio, 2005; van Veen, Sleegers, van de Ven, 2005),
beginning in pre-service years, in large part because emotions in general have wide-ranging
feedback with self-perceptions (e.g. self-efficacy, control beliefs, etc.) (Cattley, 2007).
Thus, within the model, these more negative emotional experiences are emphasized, with
burnout the sole focus. Burnout is considered to arise from chronic, negative emotional
experiences associated with work, in particular high levels of occupational stress (Cooper, Dewe,
& O’Driscoll, 2001), and is defined as a psychological syndrome involving experiences of
emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced feelings of personal accomplishment
(Maslach, Jackson, & Leiter, 1997). In the context of teaching, a particularly high occurrence of
stress and burnout relative to other professions has been noted (e.g. de Heus & Diekstra, 1999;
Johnson et al., 2005). While burnout has traditionally been researched in the context of in-service
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teaching, Hong (2010) argued that burnout is also applicable to pre-service teachers, as it may
reduce individuals’ interest in further pursuing the career.
It is worth noting, however, that while there is evidence positing that burnout has its roots
during teacher education and should be tackled during this period (Fives, Hamman, & Olivarez,
2007, Greer & Greer, 1992), this largely refers to high levels of stress, the largest precursor of
burnout (Cooper et al., 2001), rather than burnout outright. Therefore, the current study endorses
a focus on perceived stress over burnout. In part, this perspective is taken because burnout is
considered to arise gradually over time through repeated stressful experiences in work
environments (Maslach et al., 1997), which pre-service teachers are unlikely to have yet
undergone. Still, this perspective endorses the importance of these generalized
emotional/psychological experiences in professional identity processes, simply moving the focus
back to stress rather than the burnout that may eventually result from it. However, similar to the
decisions made with commitment, this stress is seen to arise as a sense of conflict from
maladaptive perceptions and beliefs with implications for overall identity clarity rather than
being an identity component per se. This seems in line with both Hong’s (2010, 2012)
observations of identity components feeding into burnout, which then results in turnover
(suggesting a possible mediational role), as well as evidence depicting a sense of stress as a
middle step between individual perceptions (e.g. self-efficacy) and occupational outcomes (e.g.
Schwarzer & Hallum, 2008; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007).
Commitment. The operationalization of commitment in teaching depends on the
development of a given teacher, particularly in terms of whether he or she has begun real-world
practice. With this understanding, Hong’s (2010) model utilizes two conceptualizations of
commitment, one for pre-service and one for early-career in-service teachers, given that pre-
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service teachers are committing to a choice/future role, while in-service teachers are committing
to an active role during real-world experience. In general, these conceptualizations have links to
vocational literature, where commitment is defined as a “willingness to persist in a course of
action” (Cooper-Hakim & Viswesvaran, 2005, p. 241). Expanding from this, researchers have
recognized that this commitment draws from overlapping areas, such as job involvement,
organizational commitment, occupational commitment, and general value of work (Blau, Paul, &
St. John, 1993; Cooper-Hakim & Viswesvaran, 2005; Morrow, 1993).
As described by Cooper-Hakim & Viswesvaran (2005), organizational commitment
includes the extent to which one identifies with his or her organization, which for teachers would
be the specific school, or possibly district, where they are employed. Value of work, on the other
hand, entails the extent to which one sees importance in doing work for the sake of work
(Morrow, 1993). This partially overlaps with concepts such as the Protestant work ethic (Blau &
Ryan, 1997; Morrow, 1993), and, for teachers, would signify the extent to which teachers teach
because they feel that work is a desirable action, that one must work to contribute to society, and
so on. Occupational commitment, on the other hand, involves commitment to a given type of
career or profession and experiencing a sense of emotional connection to it (Cooper-Hakim &
Viswesvaran, 2005; Lee, Carswell, & Allen, 2000). For teachers, this would equate to feeling
strongly connected with the role of teacher regardless of where this work may take place. This
seems most in line with commitment to a future role, described as having developed a clear sense
of one’s preferences for a specific career, being solidly attached to that choice, and feeling
confident and positive about it despite recognized drawbacks (Blau, 1988; Bluestein, Ellis, &
Devinis, 1989). For the pre-service context, this type of commitment appears most salient, as
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development of a deep connection to a specific type of career is an inherent goal in the college
context.
While the current study endorses this general conception of commitment, it should be
noted that it diverges from Hong’s (2010) original view of commitment as an underlying identity
component. Namely, this divergence comes from a recognition of the developmental difference
between pre-service and in-service teachers. Whereas experiences of commitment may
recursively feed back into one’s perception of self (e.g. by recognizing oneself as having been
committed in the past when reflecting on oneself in the present) it would seem that pre-service
teachers are just beginning to develop a commitment to teaching. Thus, it would seem to make
sense that commitment would initially serve more as an outcome of the professional identity
process than a source feeding into that process. Further, this meshes with literature about
professional commitment, where it is often seen to proceed from professional conceptions (e.g.
Canrinus et al., 2012; Heineke, Mazza, & Tichnor-Wagner, 2014; Klassen & Chiu, 2011). This is
also congruent with the notion of commitment as a post-motivational construct involving a solid
attachment to one’s career choice (Bluestein, Ellis, & Devinis, 1989), which would seem to arise
from a clear sense of self before then feeding back into one.
Current Perspective on Model Components
Having defined each of the components in the underlying conceptual model, it is
important to discuss how the current study addresses these components and provides structure to
the conceptual model. In doing so, Table 1 summarizes the components in Hong’s (2010) model,
any changes made for incorporation into the current project, and the Cronbach’s alphas observed
in the current project. Changes are also described in more detail in the following section.
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Table 1. Identity Components in Hong (2010) and Present Study
Hong
Components

Present
Study

Self-Efficacy

Retained with same measure

.93

Value

Retained with same measure

.92

Knowledge and
Beliefs

Signified with teaching mindset/implicit beliefs about
teaching, since this component had originally been
qualitatively assessed with interviews

.81

Empowerment

Retained with same measure

.92

Emotion/Stress

Signified with stress rather than burnout for developmental
appropriateness (see Cooper et al., 2001), and incorporated as
a mediator based on Hong’s (2010) qualitative findings

.81

Commitment

Incorporated as an outcome rather than identity component,
based on supplementary findings (e.g. Canrinus et al., 2012)

.80

Incorporated as a proxy of overall professional identity, as
Hong only assumed professional identity as the interaction of
components

.92

Incorporated as a developmentally-appropriate indicator of
future retention, since Hong had retroactively looked at those
who had dropped out.

.63

Added components
Self-Concept
Clarity
Intent to Stay in
Teaching

Present


First, it is worth calling attention to the aspects of the model that remain unchanged or
merely expanded. Specifically, value, self-efficacy, and empowerment are endorsed with the
same conceptualization and means of assessment provided by Hong (2010), as these are widely
accepted throughout the literature. However, a change was made to commitment, as partially
addressed above. Specifically, while the conceptualization of commitment in the original model
is endorsed, the assessment has been updated with a newer scale utilizing the same
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conceptualization (Hackett, Lapierre, and Hausdorf, 2001). Further, this decision was made to
hone-in more specifically on occupational commitment, as this facet is most compatible with the
pre-service context and purpose of the model, whereas perceiving the action of work as valuable
is too diffuse to inform connection to a specific career path. Likewise, job
involvement/organizational commitment would not yet have occurred given lack of real-world
practice. In addition, commitment was conceptualized, in its pre-service form, as an outcome of
clear identity rather than as a component of this identity, following the logic previously
described.
Beyond these identity components, review of the literature led to revisions in the
components of emotional experience and beliefs about teaching. As described in the preceding
section, the original model indicated “emotion” with burnout levels for both pre-service and inservice samples. However, as previously noted, the literature suggests that burnout develops
gradually over time from perpetual issues with stress in a given context (Maslach et al., 1997),
indicating pre-service may be too early a stage to see true burnout. Because of this, it was
deemed more appropriate to measure the precursor of burnout, stress about teaching (Cooper et
al., 2001), as this would be more likely to be observed in this developmental period. In doing so,
the current study is able to acknowledge the importance of this component in the identity
process, while also doing so in a more developmentally appropriate way. Further, the role of this
stress/burnout component in the overall model is also re-conceptualized. Whereas the original
model saw this component as an identity component, the current study views identity as the
general understanding that emerges from perceptions of oneself, one’s context, and the implicit
constraints that exist in teaching, while perceived stress appears not so much an understanding of
these things, but a reaction to them. In fact, Hong’s (2010) findings have some implications for
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this, as those teachers who dropped out of the profession largely did so when maladaptive views
of oneself and one’s profession began to feed into experiences of burnout. Thus, rather than
incorporating this emotional experience as an identity component, the current study takes the
perspective that perceptions of such negative experience may be a generalized reaction to
ongoing maladaptive perceptions and beliefs, such as inefficacy, loss of value in teaching, and
lack of empowerment/support. That is, when one or more of these experiences occurs, it may
feed a general sense of tension/conflict/stress about teaching, which may leave one feeling less
clear about who they are as a teacher and whether that is what they want to be.
For beliefs, this area was the most nebulous in the original model and was only assessed
through qualitative interview. As such, the current study seeks to acknowledge the general
purpose of this factor (i.e. acknowledging that teachers’ beliefs about the nature of teaching are
important in understanding their sense of self) while nominating a signifying construct relevant
to the pre-service context and particularly salient in informing individuals’ self-clarity and
decisions about the profession. In doing so, the current study turned toward beliefs about
teaching ability (i.e. growth/fixed mindsets about teaching). Congruent with Hong (2010), such a
belief taps into one’s core understanding of the nature of teaching and implicit understanding of
how it unfolds, and is also considered a core belief underlying professional identity (Kaplan,
2014). However, beliefs about teaching ability were deemed more relevant to the pre-service
context, as teachers’ beliefs about interaction with students and control over their learning (as in
the original model) may not exert as much influence until interacting with such populations on a
regular basis. In contrast, one’s basic understanding of whether one is simply born with a certain
capability for teaching or can continue to develop into a better teacher with effort would seem to
be influential across developmental stages, while also having far reaching implications for one’s
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professional understandings, the amount of tension these cause, and the clarity in/identification
with teaching one experiences. For instance, a belief that teachers are largely incapable of
improving in the role could easily contribute to a sense of internal conflict/stress about teaching,
particularly if one is also feeling inefficacious and beginning to doubt the value in teaching, and
this could instill a sense of doubt/lack of clarity of oneself in that role.
Providing model structure. Having reviewed the adaptations in the model components,
it is also necessary to address the hypothesized structure of the relationships in the model. In
Hong’s (2010) conceptual model, no explicit structure in the relationships was provided and was
only partially referenced in discussion, which is the case in similar models as well (e.g. Kaplan,
2014). Instead, each component was depicted as interrelated with every other component,
creating a system representing professional identity. Further, this professional identity was
assumed (in essence symbolized as the full system of ones interconnected beliefs/perceptions)
and no steps toward dropout were included. Instead, the conceptual model depicted
stress/burnout issues driving dropout outright. As such, the current study seeks to describe the
same conceptual process with more defined pathways toward retention-related outcomes.
First, as described in the above section detailing stress, this component was considered to
mediate the relationship between the identity components and a general sense of self, following
the logic previously presented. Further, because professional identity has often only been
assessed as the inter-correlation among identity components, the current study sought to more
explicitly depict the strength of individuals’ sense of self by assessing teaching concept clarity.
Additionally, this clarity was proposed as part of the unacknowledged step between
stress/burnout and other occupational factors, as stress may not be single handedly resulting in
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professional outcomes, but informing one’s sense of self, influencing whether one continues to
see him or herself as a teacher.
Beyond this portion of the model covering the process posited by Hong (2010), the
current study expands to incorporate commitment as the solid sense of attachment to teaching
arising from a clear sense of self as a teacher. Further, this commitment is proposed to influence
one’s intent to remain in teaching, which is added as a developmentally appropriate precursor of
professional retention outcomes. As previously mentioned, incorporating such a structure for
commitment as an outcome influenced by self-perceptions and beliefs, fits with the structure
used by other researchers (e.g. Canrinus et al., 2012). Additionally, incorporating intent to
remain in teaching provides the model with not only a means of application with pre-service
teachers (who are not yet faced with this decision), but also an extended means of utility. That is,
whereas the original conceptual model was intended to explain why teachers who had dropped
out had done so, along with the process this may have taken, the current model lays out both a
possible process and a preliminary means of predicting such future outcomes by looking at
current intent. Thus, incorporating these changes and applying this structure to the original
conceptual model, the current study proposes the model found in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized Model of Professional Identity in Commitment and Intent to Remain in
Teaching

Taken together, the current study proposes a model of the role of pre-service teacher
identity in commitment and intent to persist, wherein one’s self-efficacy, value, implicit beliefs
about teaching, and empowerment contribute to one’s generalized sense of tension/conflict about
teaching (echoing Hong, 2010), which influences the clarity with which one perceives him or
herself as a teacher. Given this clarity or lack thereof, individuals may then hold differing levels
of commitment to teaching as their dedicated career path, leading to variable intentions for
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staying in the profession. This model is intended to help conceptualize how professional identity
processes might influence professional outcomes in a testable manner. However, as noted
throughout this manuscript, understanding this process is only part of the purpose of the study. In
addition, the study hopes to investigate potential means of supporting this process and directing
it toward more adaptive outcomes. As discussed, while the individual components in and of
themselves are considered essential avenues for bringing about desirable outcomes, there has
been limited attention to factors that may help foster these processes and lead to more clear
integration. Thus, a final new direction this current study takes is to investigate a unique
component influencing identity components that may prove robust in providing support. In
particular, given that this model is built heavily upon cognitive processes (e.g. beliefs,
perceptions, expectations, etc.), means of healthier and more flexible ways of thinking might
have a broad influence across components, while also allowing for harmonization of the
interconnected processes. Further, means of handling the sense of stress derived from
undesirable perceptions like inefficacy and disempowerment could help stymie the impact they
have on one’s connection to teaching and intent to remain in the field. Therefore, the role of
mindfulness, a factor with known benefits across these areas (e.g. Brown, Ryan, & Creswell,
2007; Davis & Hayes, 2011; Keng, Smoski, & Robins, 2011), is assessed in relation to this
model as well. While this is a largely exploratory aspect of the current project, particularly in
relation to any moderating effects of mindfulness, it is hoped that this will nonetheless provide
preliminary evidence to guide future investigation. Overall then, the model used in the current
study accounts for a comprehensive array of teaching identity components which should predict
individuals’ commitment to teaching and intentions to remain in the profession, while also
incorporating a supportive factor with the potential to positively impact the identity components
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and their relations with stress and clarity. In the remaining section, further discussion is provided
overviewing mindfulness and discussing the potential benefit it may have.
Overview of Mindfulness
As stated in the introduction, mindfulness is considered a disposition in which one
maintains an attentive, intentional, and nonjudgmental awareness of present moment experiences
(Bishop et al., 2004; Kabat-Zinn, 1994). Even more broadly, mindfulness is inherently a focus on
things as they are rather than as they were or could be, which is considered a fundamentally
positive state of being (Garland, Gaylord, & Park, 2009). As part of maintaining this type of
mental disposition - forming a positive, calm climate in which one’s thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors can proceed - mindfulness has been proposed to promote curiosity, acceptance, and
openness to experience (Bishop et al., 2004; Giluk, 2009). Also, mindfulness has been shown to
reduce personal bias, enhance flexible thinking, promote accuracy in one’s internal and external
perceptions, and allow one to be objective toward one’s thoughts, experiences, and stances
toward feedback (Brown et al., 2007; Carlson, 2013; Karelaia & Reb, 2014; Moore &
Malinowski, 2009; Vago & Silbersweig, 2012). In light of these characteristics, the following
section discusses mindfulness specifically in relation to the professional identity components
previously addressed.
Mindfulness in value perceptions. Mindfulness would seem to associate with higher
levels of intrinsic value and self-integrated utility value (i.e. perceptions of utility attached to
important self-interests). In fact, research in this area has observed such a relationship between
mindfulness and intrinsic values (Brown & Kasser, 2005), as well as intrinsic motivation (Brown
& Ryan, 2003), which has been highlighted as a greatly overlapping construct (Wigfield et al.,
2009). Underlying this connection, it is possible that the greater internal awareness involved in
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mindfulness allows individuals to attend to their personal needs, interests, and desires and
engage in various pursuits in concordance with them (Brown & Ryan, 2003; Brown et al., 2007).
Applied in the context of teaching, when entering teacher education, an awareness of one’s
internal experiences and characteristics could play a role in how one chooses content areas and
age groups to teach (e.g. whether one chooses those that integrate with interests and goals or
chooses at random with little contemplation). Further, this type of sustained awareness could
play a role in how individuals go about their professional tasks. For instance, being aware of
one’s current needs (e.g. for competence) could play a role in recognizing or seeking out relevant
experiences that correspond with them (e.g. voluntary participation in skill building/ professional
development sessions). Such an influence could then apply to greater perceptions of utility value
as well, given that both depend on how integral to personal desires and self-definitions one sees
their engagement (Wigfield et al., 2009).
Mindfulness in self-efficacy beliefs. As mindfulness involves sustaining a focus on the
present-moment and taking conscious control of thoughts and actions, researchers have
suggested that it should correspond with greater feelings of self-efficacy and control (Grossman,
Niemann, Schmidt, & Walach, 2004). This assertion is further supported by the notion that
mindfulness is associated with openness and acceptance (Lau et al., 2006), possibly due to a
present moment rather than overly past or future focus (which tend to be more ruminative or
preoccupied), as well as an empirical, objective mindset (Brown et al., 2007). Hence,
mindfulness may contribute to more actively obtained, accurate information about one’s
experiences, current states of capability, etc., as well as an openness in the face of negative
experiences. Such a quality of mind could reasonably play a role in generating greater selfefficacy, as these perceptions often arise from an awareness of and satisfaction with past
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experiences, particularly mastery experiences, with conflicts in self-efficacy developing from
negative perceptions of past performance that form expectations about future performance
(Bandura, 1997; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007). Emerging results seem to support
this claim, finding associations of mindfulness with higher general (Charoensukmongkol, 2014)
and academic self-efficacy beliefs (Keye & Pidgeon, 2013). In addition, mindfulness-based
interventions have demonstrated a positive impact on self-efficacy in academic and occupational
domains overlapping with professional identity components at pre-service and in-service stages,
such as job-finding self-efficacy (de Jong, Hommes, Brouwers, & Tomic, 2013) and teaching
self-efficacy (Flook et al., 2013). Thus, mindfulness may play a role in how information is
interpreted in the context of self-efficacy, as well as whether different experiences are allowed to
adversely affect self-efficacy to a large degree, which would foreseeably result in greater
perceptions of efficacy.
Mindfulness and beliefs. While mindfulness is unlikely to outright influence the content
of beliefs, as this is gradually formed through an interaction of personal experiences, domainbased experiences (e.g. teaching, schooling, etc.), and knowledge (Richardson, 1996), it may
play a role in the influence of such beliefs. For instance, mindfulness has been associated with
cognitive flexibility (Moore & Malinowski, 2009), which is the ability to adapt to new ways of
thinking when confronted with novel situations and unexpected constraints (Cañas, Quesada,
Antoli, & Fajardo, 2003). Thus, in the face of detrimental beliefs likely to cause professional
tension/stress, such as teaching ability being pre-set and unchangeable, mindfulness may allow
one to focus on the present moment, be aware of the consequences arising from this belief, and
adapt personal thinking and behavior in a more productive direction. Congruent with this
perspective, Mellinger (2009) notes that mindfulness influences beliefs through processes such
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as de-fusion and decentering, where de-fusion involves a separation of thoughts/beliefs from
their antecedents and referents and decentering a shift toward viewing thoughts and experiences
as transient rather than integral to the self to allow for more objective perception.
Mindfulness then may have promise for influencing how certain beliefs, such as the
belief that teachers cannot develop greater ability, unfold in professional practice. Namely,
because mindfulness involves a present-moment, non-evaluative focus and a meta-cognitive
mode of acknowledging the transience of experiences (Garland, Gaylord, & Park, 2009), it
should enable perceptions of malleability in the face of distress-inducing beliefs. This idea is in
line with theorization that mindfulness might lead individuals away from absolute thinking
(Hanley et al., 2013). Further, the present-focus might reduce reliance on preconceptions (which
are in some ways an overreliance on past experiences), which has been a proposed factor in the
association of mindfulness with reduced negativity bias (Kiken & Shook, 2011). Recent research
by Hanley et al. (2013) has supported this notion in the realm of self-theories, finding that
mindfulness is associated with less biased, more balanced self-perceptions. That is, mindful
individuals need not rely fully on a specific belief, but rather make deductions on an on-going
basis, which allows for perpetual adaptation. In total then, largely due to the awareness of
impermanence, mindfulness conflicts with notions of static, predestined traits, which would seem
beneficial in facilitating adaptive, growth-oriented relationships.
Mindfulness and empowerment. While mindfulness cannot be expected to relate to how
social experiences unfold within a given context, it may nevertheless play a role in how teachers
manage perceptions of empowerment. In particular, some have theorized that because
mindfulness focuses on the present in a nonjudgmental fashion, it may offer a way to adapt to
constraints on personal agency and free will, as such constraints are largely psychological
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(Hyland, 2014). Even though empowerment and feelings of personal agency are informed by
environmental experiences (e.g. a school that does not let teachers choose when to teach certain
assignments), individuals have the propensity to view agency regardless of the situations. That is,
agency/empowerment is a state of mind rather than a concrete, human experience (Hyland,
2014). For instance, a teacher invested in the present moment of teaching could see agency in
any number of momentary decisions, which even in the most constrained environments are likely
not micromanaged to the extent of being unaffected by teachers, whereas lacking this focus may
permit non-present influences to intrude on perceived agency (e.g. ruminations on the restrictive
aspects of teaching).
However, the influence of mindfulness does not end at perceptions of agency, as it may
also play a role in how one understands and reacts to social situations. For instance, mindfulness
has been associated with adaptation to social anxieties and resilience against contagion of
distress in one’s social environment (Dekeyser, Raes, Leijssen, Leysen, & Dewulf, 2008), which
could play a role in how social factors influence personal perceptions and functioning.
Mindfulness has also been shown to influence communication and relationship quality with
colleagues, particularly through taking non-evaluative stances (Beckman et al., 2012), which
could allow one to adapt to professional contexts and perceive greater status with peers. Further,
mindfulness has been associated with an open and non-defensive stance to professional demands,
which has been shown to promote sustained energy and work engagement (Leroy, Anseel,
Dimitrova, & Sels, 2013). Such responses have also been noted in response to negative work
events, where mindfulness has been connected to better acceptance of and adaptation to
circumstances without detrimental reactivity (Long & Christian, 2015).
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Mindfulness in facilitating adaptive professional outcomes. Broadly, mindfulness has
been proposed as a means of accessing deeper, more accurate self-knowledge by reconciling
informational and motivational barriers (Carlson, 2013). In addition, mindfulness has been
proposed to promote self-integration (e.g. Brown & Ryan, 2003; Brown et al., 2007) that may
facilitate congruence among identity components and with occupational goals, possibly by
offering a clearer understanding of each area by shifting focus to the present, de-automatizing
self-beliefs, and taking less biased perspectives (Vago & Silbersweig, 2012). This understanding
has recently received further support, with research finding an association between mindfulness
and self-concept clarity (Hanley & Garland, 2017). Thus, it is possible that mindfulness may
facilitate a clearer, more developed and integrated view of oneself as a teacher, while also
protecting individuals from negative experiences in one area (e.g. self-efficacy) promoting
disruption that may undermine such clarity.
For instance, mindfulness would likely play a role in how one’s self and external
perceptions influence emotional experience, which is proposed as a potential disruptor of identity
clarity. For instance, there is strong evidence that mindfulness plays a role in handling how one’s
experiences contribute to stress and negative emotional reactions (e.g. Grossman et al., 2004;
Hofmann, Sawyer, Witt, & Oh, 2010), and this has been supported in relation to teaching as well
(Flook et al., 2013). Underlying this role, the literature suggests that the enhanced awareness
within a mindful disposition allows one to identify experiences and understand the resulting
emotional experiences rather than letting them go unattended, which lets individuals exert
greater control over them (Creswell, Way, Eisenberger, & Lieberman, 2007). Such conscious
engagement with the processes underlying emotional reactions has also been found to inhibit
habitual and reflexive responses (Lieberman et al., 2007), which allows for greater conscious
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regulation. In effect, mindful ways of thinking, by being perpetually present, are putting space
between stimulus and response by being aware of the stimuli and perceiving why a given
response is beginning to unfurl. Therefore, when teachers have more mindful dispositions,
unideal perceptions (e.g. of mixed support from peers and leaders) may not contribute as greatly
to stress or global identity problems, as these teachers may be more likely to prevent excessive
stress and internal conflict from dominating their lives by holding a clear view of emotions and
emotional antecedents (Tong & Keng, 2016), keeping the issue in a narrow focus rather than
taking it as a pervasive personal threat.
Through the previous discussion, it is clear that mindfulness might enhance various
aspects of the professional identity model. Across nearly all of the model components,
mindfulness offers some sort of facilitative influence, particularly through reducing the detriment
of negative experiences and reliance on habitual modes of thinking. For instance, mindfulness
may provide an open and accepting disposition that influences teachers’ self-perceptions and
beliefs (Roeser, Skinner, Beers, & Jennings, 2012), allowing them to interpret their experiences
in more adaptive ways and providing a more solid foundation for professional clarity. With this
general orientation to experience, mindfulness may also allow teachers to face negative
experiences/ maladaptive perceptions they do carry without it upsetting their professional sense
of self, both because mindfulness involves nonjudgment and because it involves self-integration
with deeply seated personal factors, which are less prone to fluctuation (Brown & Ryan, 2003).
Therefore, mindfulness would be suspected to influence levels of adaptive components, with
more mindful individuals experiencing more positive, helpful perceptions (e.g. greater selfefficacy, more developmental perspectives, etc.), while also fostering adaptive
relationships/bolstering against maladaptive relationships among components and with their
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professional outcomes, in line with evidence that mindfulness promotes greater professional
satisfaction (Hülsheger, Alberts, Feinholdt, & Lang, 2012).
Summary and Research Questions
In summary, the current investigation seeks to test a model of how pre-service teachers’
beliefs and perceptions (i.e. self-efficacy, value, mindset, and empowerment) feed into the selfclarity needed for strong commitment and intent to remain in the profession, in part by how those
perceptions contribute to a general sense of conflict/stress personally associated with teaching. In
doing so, pre-service teachers are used as the population of interest to capture the context in
which the initial development and integration of teaching perceptions arises, which also signifies
a point at which identity processes might be susceptible to change. With this potential for change
in mind, the study makes another important contribution through examining the role of
mindfulness in the professional identity process, which could serve as a supportive factor and
potential means for future intervention.
With these purposes for research in mind, the following questions are posed:
RQ1: How well do the identity components - teaching efficacy, perceived value in teaching,
growth mindset about teaching, and perceived empowerment - predict stress and teaching selfconcept clarity?
RQ2: How well does the proposed model predict and explain occupational commitment and the
intent to stay in teaching?
RQ3: To what extent might mindfulness moderate the relationships between beliefs/perceptions,
stress, and overarching sense of self as a teacher?
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RQ4: What are the relationships between mindfulness and one’s individual teaching beliefs/selfperceptions (i.e. teaching efficacy, perceived value in teaching, growth mindset about teaching,
perceived empowerment, stress, and teaching self-concept clarity)?
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Chapter 3. Methodology
This section provides a description of the research design, data collection procedures,
participants, measures used, and data analytic strategies employed to address the main research
questions.
Research Design
A cross-sectional, observational study was conducted via an online survey to obtain a
convenience sample of pre-service teachers. Teachers’ self-perceptions about teaching efficacy,
value, growth mindset, empowerment, stress, teaching self-concept clarity, occupational
commitment, intent to remain in teaching, and mindfulness were collected to examine
hypothesized paths among the components of the proposed model, assess the relationship
between mindfulness and each identity component, and evaluate any role mindfulness might
have in moderating the paths.
Procedures
Prior to recruitment, IRB approval was obtained for all participating institutions and the
intent to assist with recruitment was confirmed with program faculty/staff at the respective
institutions. Recruitment took place via a series of emails forwarded from a faculty member,
program coordinator, or Director of Teacher Education. There was an initial email and a series of
follow-up reminders. These emails included a researcher-provided cover page providing a brief
synopsis of the study, a disclaimer about participation, and details regarding an opportunity for
compensation (i.e. all students electing inclusion were entered into a lottery for one of ten $25
gift cards awarded electronically via email). The email also contained researcher and IRB contact
information, and a link to the online Qualtrics survey.
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For those volunteering to participate and providing electronic consent, a 30-40-minutelong questionnaire was completed. This questionnaire was comprised of scales assessing the
aforementioned professional self-perceptions and beliefs, stress, teaching self-concept clarity,
dispositional mindfulness, commitment, and retention intentions. Participants also provided
salient demographic information, including their age, ethnicity, program area (e.g. Teaching All
Learners, Early Childhood, Secondary), and major area (e.g. education, content-specific, etc.).
Upon full completion of the questionnaire, participants were provided with a space where they
could elect to provide a university email address in order to be entered to the gift card lottery.
These email addresses were excluded from the general data set used for analysis, and copied into
a separate, password-protected spreadsheet. Selection of those who received gift cards was
conducted by assigning numbers to each of the email addresses and using a random number
generator with a pre-defined range matching the number of email addresses.
Participants
The convenience sample consisted of 131 undergraduate, pre-service teachers enrolled in
a Teacher Education Program (TEP) in one of six public, four-year state universities. Five were
in the South and one was in the Midwest, with half in urban and half in rural locations. Two were
mid-sized universities (3000-9999 degree-seeking students) and four were large universities
(10,000+ degree-seeking students) following Carnegie Classifications (The Carnegie
Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, n.d.). Carnegie Basic Classifications spanned
one “Master's Colleges & Universities: Larger Programs”, two “Doctoral Universities: Moderate
Research Activity”, two “Doctoral Universities: Higher Research Activity”, and one “Doctoral
Universities: Highest Research Activity”. Study participants included undergraduate students at
any level of TEP (e.g. pre-Residency, Residency) and with any concentration within the program
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(e.g. Elementary, Music, Physical Education). The study excluded Master’s level students in
order to hone in on the experiences of pre-service teachers with limited experience in full-time
teaching and in similar stages of professional development. While the sample was
predominantly female (82%), this was expected given the number of females enrolled in teacher
education programs and working in the field (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2017).
Approximately 80% of the pre-service teachers were getting a major in education/teaching,
rather than in a specific discipline with a teaching license (e.g. math major with teacher
certification). In terms of program area, 23% were in Teaching All Learners (K-5 and SPED
together), 23% were in Early Childhood, 18.3% were in Secondary, 9.5% were in Art or Music,
and 4.8% were in Physical Education. The remaining 21.4 % listed “Other” as their program,
which primarily included Elementary Education (without SPED), Mathematics, Middle Grades,
and English as a Second Language. The majority of participants self-identified as White (75%),
followed by Black (11%), Hispanic (7%), Multiracial (3%), Asian (2%), and Other (2%). The
median age of participants was 21.
Measures
Nine published measures were used to assess the target constructs. With the exception of
the mindfulness scale, each of the scales was adapted where necessary to better align with the
pre-service teaching context (e.g. changing wording to reference experiences in a TEP rather
than a professional school-based setting).
Teaching Self-efficacy. The Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale-Short Form (TSES-SF;
Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001) was used to assess pre-service teachers’ sense of selfefficacy related to teaching. The TSES-SF is a 12-item scale measuring perceptions of efficacy
in three areas: student engagement, instructional strategies, and classroom management (each
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with 4 items). Each item prompts a response to the stem, “How much can you do [in each
situation]?” using a scale from 1 (Nothing) to 6 (A Great Deal). As the items refer to one’s
general perceptions of efficacy in each area (ex. How much can you do to get students to believe
they can do well in school work?), the scale is appropriate for use with pre-service teachers.
Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy (2001) reported reliability estimates for the TSES-SF
subscale scores, with .82, .81, and .72 for engagement, instruction, and management subscales,
respectively. Alpha estimates for the current study were .88, .88, and .89 for the subscales and
.93 overall.
Teaching Value. The Perceived Task Value Scale (PTVS; Eccles & Wigfield, 1995;
Wigfield & Eccles, 2000) was used to assess the different types of value attributed to
being/becoming a teacher, including intrinsic (2 items), attainment (2 items) and utility value (2
items). Responses employ a 7-point scale, with the response labels changing depending on the
subscale (ex. intrinsic value responses rated very boring to very interesting, while utility value
responses rated not at all useful to very useful). Items were modified to reference pre-service
teaching. Modified sample items include, “I find working as a teacher… (very boring-very
interesting)” and “I feel that, to me, being good at teaching is… (not at all important-very
important)”. Eccles, Vida, & Barber (2004) reported an alpha estimate of .73 for the task-value
scale as a whole using a sample of early adolescents, and Eccles & Wigfield (1995) reported
reliability estimates for individual subscale scores of .62 (utility), .70 (attainment), and .76
(intrinsic) using a sample of early to late adolescents. Corresponding alpha estimates for the
current study were .77, .63, and .90 for the subscales and .92 overall.
Teaching Mindset. An adapted version of the Implicit Theories of Intelligence Scale
(ITIS; Dweck, Chiu, & Hong, 1995a; Dweck, Chiu, Hong, 1995b; Dweck, 2000) was used to
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assess a growth mindset regarding teaching skill. Three items measured pre-service teachers’
beliefs about whether individuals have the capacity to develop and grow in their teaching ability.
Responses were on a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 6 (Strongly Agree), with higher ratings
corresponding with a greater growth orientation. A sample item includes, “You can develop into
a great teacher if you really try”. It should be noted that three fixed mindset items were also
incorporated from the Implicit Theories of Teaching Skill scale (ITTS; Thadani et al., 2010),
which measured fixed mindset in teaching skill exclusively. However, because these items had
weaker internal consistency (.64) than the growth mindset items (.81) and were poor indicators
of growth mindset when reverse-coded and used in the model, they were excluded from the
current analyses. Thadani et al. (2010) reported an alpha of .86 when rewording original ITIS
items (see Dweck, 2000) to reference teaching, using a sample of post-secondary university
faculty members.
Empowerment. The School Participants Empowerment Scale (SPES; Short & Rinehart,
1992) was used to assess perceptions of empowerment in the teaching role in areas of decisionmaking, status, and autonomy. Following Hong’s (2010) example, it was shortened from its
original 38-item form, omitting the professional growth, self-efficacy, and impact items due to
overlap with constructs measured elsewhere in the model. This left a shorter, 20-item version of
the scale. Because questions reference present teaching contexts (ex. I am treated as a
professional), the wording was adapted to reference future experience (e.g. I will be treated as a
professional). Sample items include “My advice will be solicited by others”, “I believe that I will
earn respect as a teacher”, and “I will have control over daily schedule”. The items employed a
scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). Previous alphas reported for the SPES
were .94 for the instrument as a whole, and .89, .86, and .81 for decision-making, status, and
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autonomy subscales, respectively using a sample of high school teachers across three states
(Short & Rinehart, 1992). Corresponding alphas for the current study were .90, .90, and .83 for
the subscales and .92 overall.
Perceived Stress. The 10-item version of the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-10; Cohen,
Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983; Cohen & Williamson, 1988) was used to assess pre-service
perceptions of their general level of stress with teaching. Responses were provided on a scale
from 1 (Never) to 5 (Very Often). Though this is a measure of global stress, it has been used in
previous studies with pre-service teachers and has predicted both profession-specific and general
constructs (e.g. Vesely, Saklofske, & Nordstokke, 2014). For the current study, it was adapted to
reference the pre-service context. A sample item is, “In your teacher education program, how
often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly?” Previous research
reported alpha estimates from .84-.86 across three samples of college undergraduates and general
population, middle-aged adults (Cohen et al., 1983), as well as an estimate of .83 using a sample
of Canadian undergraduate pre-service teachers (Vesely et al., 2014). The alpha for the current
study was .81.
Teaching Self-Concept Clarity. A 12-item long, adapted version of the Self-Concept
Clarity Scale (SCS; Campbell et al., 1996) was used to assess pre-service teachers’ clear and
cohesive sense of who they are as a teacher. Responses were provided on a scale from 1
(Disagree Very Much) to 6 (Agree Very Much). A modified sample item is “I have a clear sense
of who I am and what I am as a teacher”. Previous research found an average alpha estimate of
.86 for the original SCS using a sample of college undergraduates (Campbell et al., 1996). The
alpha for the current study using the modified measure was .92.
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Commitment. Hackett et al.’s (2001) 10-item Occupational Commitment Scale (OCS),
adapted to reference the teaching occupation, was used to assess pre-service teachers’ general
attachment to/ motivation to work in the profession of teaching. Responses were provided on a
scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). This measure incorporates items from
two older scales of Occupational Commitment (Blau, 1985; Landy & Guion, 1970) and has been
supported for use in more current research with pre-service samples (e.g. Klassen et al., 2012).
Sample items include, “If I could get a job different from being a teacher and paying the same
amount, I would take it” and “I definitely want a career for myself in teaching”. Previous
research reported an alpha of .82 for the OCS using a national sample of practicing nurses
(Hackett et al., 2001). The alpha for the current study was .80.
Intent to Stay in Teaching. Intent to stay in teaching was measured using an adapted
version of Price & Mueller’s (1986) scale. The Intent to Stay Scale (ISS) contains 4 items, two
measuring intent to stay and two measuring intent to leave. Whereas the original scale referenced
intent to stay at a specific institution (ex. I plan to leave this organization as soon as possible),
the scale was adapted to reference staying in the field of teaching broadly for the current study
(e.g. I plan to leave teaching as soon as possible). Responses were provided on a scale from 1
(Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). Alpha estimates for the ISS have ranged from .85-.90
using samples of hospital employees (Kim, Price, Mueller, & Watson, 1996; Price & Kim,
1993). The alpha for the current study was .63.
Mindfulness. The 12-item Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness Scale-Revised (CAMSR; Feldman, Hayes, Kumar, Greeson, & Laurenceau, 2007) was used to assess mindful
dispositions. Responses were provided on a scale from 1 (Never or Rarely True) to 5 (Very Often
or Always True). Sample items include, “It is easy for me to concentrate on what I am doing”
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and “I can accept things I cannot change”. Previous research using the CAMS-R reported alphas
ranging from .74-77 across samples of general university students (Feldman et al., 2007), as well
as an estimate of .82 using freshmen undergraduates from one of the universities included in the
current sample (Yang, Holden, & Carter, 2017). The alpha for the current study was .82.
Data Analysis
Preliminary analyses included examination of descriptive statistics and scale reliability
metrics using SPSS 24. This was followed by the core analyses: structural equation modelling
and moderation analyses. For the core analyses, while the original intent of the study was to use
standard covariance-based path analysis, the obtained sample size (n=131) was too small for
these conventional methods, posing the risk of overly biased estimates. Thus, partial least
squares (PLS) methods were employed in R version 3.5.0 using the plspm package (Sanchez,
Trinchera, & Russolillo, 2017) and following Sanchez’s (2013) guidelines. Where warranted,
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was conducted in SPSS 24 to supplement the
outer/measurement model step of PLS SEM before moving on to assessment of the
inner/structural model.
PLS SEM. In order to test the hypothesized model, SEM using partial least squares
estimation was conducted in R version 3.5.0 using the plspm package version 0.4.9. Once the
model had been run, examination entailed a two-step process: 1) investigating the quality of
construct measurement (i.e., the outer model), making any revisions as needed and 2) assessing
the inner (structural) model metrics. In investigating the quality of measurement, Sanchez’s
(2013) guidelines were followed. First, unidimensionality metrics, including rhos and
first/second eigenvalues, were assessed, along with previously obtained Cronbach’s alphas. Rhos
provided a measure of composite reliability without the assumption of equivalent factor loadings
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seen with alphas (Chin, 1998), and values equal to or over .7 were considered ideal, as were first
eigenvalues over 1 in conjunction with second eigenvalues below 1. Based off initial assessment
of the unidimensionality metrics, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was subsequently
conducted in SPSS 24 for cases with any apparent issues. Second, latent factor loadings, weights,
and cross-loadings were examined. Loadings close to or greater than .70 were considered ideal
and it was expected that these loadings be higher than cross-loadings on the other constructs.
Further, weights were inspected for any inverse signs from their loadings, which could suggest
issues with appropriate measurement.
Once an acceptable outer model had been set, the inner model was investigated. First,
path coefficients were examined to assess the directionality of paths and to gain a simple
estimation of the strength of the observed paths. Second, R2 statistics were assessed for each
endogenous (or locally endogenous) variable to provide an idea of variance explained. R2 was
evaluated with Sanchez’s (2013) recommended guidelines: <.3 low, .3-.6 moderate, >.6 high.
Second, mean redundancy was evaluated, indicating the extent to which exogenous variables
predicted endogenous variables, with higher values indicating a higher prediction ability. Third,
bootstrapping was used to check the validity of the results and obtain confidence intervals with
which to evaluate path significance. Specifically, path coefficients were re-inspected to note
where the range between lower and upper confidence intervals contained 0, indicating no
significant effect. Finally, it should be noted that reliable metrics of global model quality are
unavailable in PLS SEM, unlike in traditional SEM methods where multiple fit indices can be
computed. This lack of metrics accounts for the reason model evaluation relies on more simple
investigation of individual paths, bootstrapped confidence intervals, and the amount of
endogenous latent construct variability accounted.
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Moderation Analysis. Moderation of mindfulness on the paths between the professional
identity constructs and stress was inspected using the product indicator approach in plspm. In
this approach, an additional latent interaction variable is added to the SEM model, using
indicator-level interactions as the indicators. For example, the latent interaction between
mindfulness and efficacy would be indicated by the interaction of efficacy indicator 1 and
mindfulness indicators 1, 2, 3, efficacy indicator 2 and mindfulness indicators 1, 2, 3, and so on.
In order to evaluate moderation of the relationship between variables, the path coefficient from
the latent interaction variable and the outcome variable is considered. Bootstrapping is used to
obtain confidence intervals with which to assess the significance of the moderating path.
Beyond moderation, mindfulness was also tested to see whether it predicted the identity
components, stress, or teaching concept clarity. This was done by setting a new inner model with
mindfulness predicting each of the other constructs and evaluating significance with
bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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Chapter 4. Results
Preliminary Analyses
For each of the constructs assessed in the hypothesized model, there were no missing
values. Only demographic variables had missing observations, but these did not impact the
current analyses as they were not part of the model. All scale scores had fair to strong reliability
estimates ranging from .63-.90 at the subscale level and .63-.93 overall, with most estimates
falling above .70. Composite means and standard deviations are provided in Table 2 and basic
Pearson 2-tailed correlations are provided in Table 3. In terms of modeling assumptions, PLS
SEM is a distribution-free, nonparametric method and thus does not require traditional
assumption testing seen in parametric, covariance-based SEM (Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011;
Sanchez, 2013; Garson, 2016). This is further supported by evidence that PLS SEM is robust in
the face of issues of missingness, misspecification, and other traditional assumption violations,
including violations of distribution normality when bootstrapping confidence intervals (Cassel et
al., 2000; McIntosh, Edwards, & Antonakis, 2014; Garson, 2016).

Table 2. Mean Scores and Standard Deviations
Variable
Efficacy
Value
Mindset
Empowerment
Stress
Self-Concept

Mean
6.88
6.20
5.80
3.58
2.63
3.25

SD
1.29
1.02
1.08
.64
.60
1.32

Commitment
3.85
.72
Intent
3.75
.79
Mindfulness
2.77
.49
Note: Means and standard deviations are reported on the original scale of the measure.
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Table 3. Pearson 2-Tailed Correlations
Variable
1
2
3
4
1. Efficacy
2. Value
.61**
3. Mindset
.46** .50**
4. Empowerment .37** .32** .29**
5. Stress
-.22* -.36** -.22* -.24**
6. Self-Concept
.41** .50** .19*
.21*
7. Commitment
.35** .63** .32**
.17
8. Intent
.34** .53** .27** .22*
9. Mindfulness
.23** .25** .21*
.16
Note: * = significance at .05; ** = significance at .01

5

6

7

8

-.71**
-.55** .67**
-.38** .42** .65**
-.60** .51** .39** .31**

9

-

Outer Model
As the first step of PLS SEM, the quality of the outer model (i.e. measurement model)
was assessed in order to ensure that each latent variable had an acceptably strong and distinct
block of indicators. As mentioned, these metrics were obtained from the plspm package in R and
evaluated following Sanchez’s (2013) recommended guidelines.
Unidimensionality. All eight latent variables and their indicators were included in the
model. Based upon their research-supported subscale structures, teaching efficacy, perceived
value, and empowerment had three manifest indicators. As previously mentioned, all obtained
Cronbach’s alphas suggested acceptable reliability at both the subscale and overall levels, with
subscale alphas ranging from .63-.90. In each case, rho composite reliability was also good,
ranging from .85 to .95, above the recommended criterion of .70, and inspection of 1st and 2nd
eigenvalues showed no issues in construct unidimensionality. Because the remaining scales had
no underlying subscales, item-level indicators were used for growth mindset (3 items), stress (10
items), teaching self-concept (12 items), occupational commitment (10 items), and intent to
remain in teaching (4 items), which all had acceptable overall alphas ranging from .63-.92. Of
these, all constructs also showed rho values from .79 to .94, above the recommended criterion.
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Neither growth mindset nor intent to remain in teaching had issues with construct
unidimensionality as indicated by the obtained eigenvalues. While stress, self-concept, and
commitment all had 1st eigenvalues over 1, they all portrayed 2nd eigenvalues over 1 as well.
Thus, before moving on, these three scales were further inspected via Exploratory Factor
Analysis (EFA).
The first EFA was conducted on the 10 stress items with oblique (direct oblimin)
rotation. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value was .78, indicating more than acceptable sampling
adequacy, per Field’s (2013) recommended value of .50. There were two eigenvalues which had
values over 1, together explaining roughly 60% of variance. The scree plot further supported
retaining 2 factors. Assessing the pattern matrix, all reverse-coded items loaded on one factor
with loadings ranging from .62-.82, while the other items loaded on their own factor with
loadings ranging from .64-.83. Taking this into account along with the wording of the items, the
normally worded items appeared to represent helplessness regarding stress, while the reverse
coded items appeared to represent perceived control over stressful experiences. Further, these
deductions are supported in the literature, as other researchers have observed the same
underlying factors (e.g. Roberti, Harrington, & Storch, 2006). Thus, these two dimensions were
used as indicators for the subsequent analyses rather than using item-level indicators. Reliability
estimates for these identified dimensions were .85 for helplessness and .79 for control, indicating
acceptable internal reliability. These EFA results are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for the Perceived Stress Scale
Rotated Factor Loadings
How often have you:

Helplessness

Been upset because of something that happened
unexpectedly related to teaching?

.83

Felt difficulties related to teaching were piling
up so high that you could not overcome them?

.75

Been angered because of things that were
outside of your control related to teaching?

.67

Felt that you were unable to control the
important things about teaching?

.67

Felt nervous and stressed about teaching?

.65

Found that you could not cope with all the
things you had to do related to teaching?

.64

Control

Felt confident in your ability to handle your
personal problems related to teaching? (R)

.82

Felt you were on top of things in regard to
teaching? (R)

.71

Felt that things were going your way in regard
to teaching? (R)

.66

Been able to control irritations in your life
related to teaching? (R)

.62

Eigenvalues

3.76

2.22

% of variance

37.64

22.18

.85

.79

Revised α

The second EFA was conducted on the 12 teaching self-concept items. The KaiserMeyer-Olkin value was .94, indicating more than acceptable sampling adequacy. There were two
eigenvalues greater than 1, together explaining roughly 69% of variance. However factor 1 had a
significantly larger eigenvalue (7.1) than factor 2 (1.1) and the scree plot supported only
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retaining 1 factor. The pattern matrix revealed that only one item was loading on a separate
factor (item 6), while all other items were loading on the same factor, with loadings ranging from
.38-.86 and all but one over .70. Given existing documentation of the same issue in past research
(e.g. Steffgen, DaSilva, & Recchia, 2007), this single item was dropped. Further, because no
underlying dimensions were discovered for the scale, 11 item-level indicators were employed for
the subsequent analyses. Using this revised scale, the reliability estimate increased from .92 to
.94. These EFA results are summarized in Table 5.
The third EFA was conducted on the 10 commitment items. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
value indicated more than acceptable sampling adequacy (.84). Two factors had eigenvalues over
1, together explaining roughly 58% of variance. The scree plot supported retaining either 1 or 2
factors, given two noticeable inflexion points. Assessing the pattern matrix, all reverse-coded
items loaded on one factor with loadings ranging from .49-.87 and the normally worded items
loaded on a separate factor with loadings ranging from .31-.65. While two normally-worded
items did cross-load across factors, one had a stronger loading on the factor with similarlyworded items, and the second had reasonably similar loadings across both. Thus, it made the
most theoretical sense to include them as part of the factor with similarly-worded items of like
content. Taking this into account, the normally worded items appeared to represent satisfaction
with one’s occupational choice, while the reverse-coded items appeared to represent regret about
one’s occupational choice. These two dimensions were used as indicators for the subsequent
analyses rather than item level indicators. Reliability estimates were .84 for regret and .72 for
satisfaction, indicating acceptable internal reliability. These EFA results are summarized in
Table 6.
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Table 5. Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for the Self Concept Clarity Scale
Rotated Factor Loadings
1
If I were asked to describe myself as a teacher, my
description might end up being different from one
day to another day

.87

My beliefs about myself as a teacher seem to change
very frequently

.85

When I think about who I am becoming as a teacher,
I’m not really sure what I am like

.83

It is often hard for me to make up my mind about
being a teacher, because I don’t really know what I
want

.83

Sometimes I think I understand other peoples’ career
choices better than my own

.82

Sometimes I feel that I am not really a teacher, even
if I appear to be

.82

On one day, I might have one opinion of being a
teacher and on another day I might have a different
opinion

.80

I spend a lot of time wondering about whether I
really see myself as a teacher

.79

Even if I wanted to, I don’t think I would be able to
tell someone what I’m like as a teacher

.78

My beliefs about myself as a teacher often conflict
with one another.

.75

In general, I have a clear sense of who I am and
what I am as a teacher (R)

.37

I seldom experience conflict over whether or not I
see myself as a teacher (R)

2

.69

Eigenvalues

7.11

1.13

% of variance

59.25

9.37

Revised α

.94
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Table 6. Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for the Occupational Commitment Scale
Rotated Factor Loadings
Regret
I am disappointed that I ever entered the
teaching profession (R)

.87

I talk down the teaching profession (R)

.86

If I could do it all over again, I would not choose
to work in the teaching profession (R)

.73

If I could get a job different from being a teacher
and paying the same amount, I would take it (R)

.58

After getting my degree, I would only take
courses or seminars about teaching if paid for by
my employer (R)

.49

I definitely want a career for myself in teaching

.41

I like teaching too well to give it up

Satisfaction

.31
.65

Teaching is the ideal profession for work I like.

.39

.58

I spend a significant amount of time outside of
school reading teaching-related journals, books,
magazines, or other sources.

.49

If I had all the money I needed without working,
I would probably still continue to work in the
teaching profession

.48

Eigenvalues

4.39

1.41

% of variance

43.85

14.08

.84

.72

Revised α

Note: While one item seems to cross-load across factors, the small sample size and
corresponding limitations in estimation led to the item’s inclusion in its highest loading factor.

The outer model was re-run with the modified indicator blocks. For all latent variables,
the new rho values were over .70, ranging from .75-.95. In addition, all 1st eigenvalues were
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above 1 and 2nd eigenvalues below 1, indicating no remaining unidimensionality issues. A
summary of the initial and revised unidimensionality metrics is provided in Table 7.

Table 7. PLS-SEM Indicator Block Unidimensionality Metrics
# of Indicators
(Initial/Revised)

Ρ
(Initial/Revised)

1st
Eigenvalue
(Initial/
Revised)

2nd Eigenvalue
(Initial/Revised)

Efficacy

3

.91

2.33

.36

Value

3

.95

2.58

.23

Mindset

3

.89

2.19

.45

Empowerment

3

.85

1.98

.69

Stress

10/2

.85/.75

3.76/1.21

2.22/.80

Self-Concept

12/11

.94/.95

7.11/7.11

1.13/.87

Commitment

10/2

.88/.86

4.38/1.50

1.4/.50

4

.79

1.98

.96

Latent Variable

Intent

Loadings, Weights, and Cross-Loadings. Using the revised indicator blocks, factor
loadings, weights, and cross-loadings were assessed to ensure indicators were acceptably loading
on their respective latent constructs. Loadings for the outer model are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Outer Model Factor Loadings

For the efficacy construct, the student engagement, instructional strategies, and classroom
management indicators showed loadings of .89, .89, and .85. For the value construct, the
intrinsic, attainment, and utility value indicators showed loadings of .94, .92, and .92. For the
mindset construct, item loadings were .82, .91, and .81. For the empowerment construct, the
decision-making, status, and autonomy indicators showed loadings of .77, .89, and .69. For the
stress construct, the helpless and control indicators showed loadings of .58 and .92. For the
teaching self-concept construct, item loadings ranged from .49 - .86, with all but two indicators
over .80 and all but one over .70. For the occupational commitment construct, the regret and
satisfaction indicators showed loadings of .89 and .85. For the intent to remain in teaching
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construct, item loadings ranged from .57-.89. Across all indicators, factor loadings were
acceptable, with most falling above .70 and none loading unacceptably low. Likewise, no
negative weights were observed. Finally, across all indicators, none had stronger cross-loadings
than loadings on their respective latent constructs, altogether meeting Sanchez’s (2013)
recommendations.
Inner Model
After reaching acceptable outer model quality, the inner (i.e. structural) model was
assessed following Sanchez’s (2013) guidelines: checking path coefficients for significance, R2
determination coefficients, and mean redundancy indices. As there are no inherent indices of
significance in PLS SEM, a resampling procedure was needed to assess the significance of the
paths obtained through the initial analyses. Thus, the bootstrapping function of the plspm
package was used to generate 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals for the path coefficients.
Despite path coefficients generally in the hypothesized directions, neither self-efficacy
nor growth mindset showed significant paths to perceived stress nor teaching self-concept
clarity. Perceived value had a negative, significant effect on perceived stress (-.33) and a
positive, significant effect on teaching self-concept clarity (.17). Likewise, perceived
empowerment had a negative, significant effect on perceived stress (-.16), though it did not have
a significant effect on teaching self-concept. However, the later stages of the model showed
much stronger and more commonly significant effects. Perceived stress had a strong, negative
effect on teaching self-concept (.50). Self-concept had a strong, positive effect on occupational
commitment (.69). Occupational commitment had a strong, positive effect on intent to persist in
teaching (.70). These path coefficients are summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Inner Model Path Coefficients and Confidence Intervals.
Note: *Significant at .05 based on 95% bootstrap CI.

The R2 coefficients for the endogenous variables were interpreted similarly to those
found in typical regression analyses, indicating the amount of variance in each endogenous latent
variable explained by its exogenous latent variables. Per Sanchez’s (2013) cutoffs, the R-squared
values from this model indicate a moderate amount of variance explained for teaching selfconcept (48%), occupational commitment (45%), and intent to persist in teaching (50%). The Rsquared for stress (27%) is considered to be low. Mean redundancies were also interpreted in a
similar fashion, as the mean amount of indicator variance in an endogenous block predicted by
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exogenous latent variables (Sanchez, 2013). Thus, on average, exogenous latent variables
predicted 16%, 31%, 34%, and 24% of the variance in stress, teaching self-concept, occupational
commitment, and intent to persist indicators, respectively.
Mindfulness Analyses
Prior to conducting the moderation analysis, a new outer model for mindfulness was
analyzed to examine the measurement quality of the new construct. The four underlying facets of
mindfulness incorporated into the CAMS-R (i.e. attention, present-focus, awareness, acceptance)
were used as composite indicators of the mindfulness latent factor. Outer model metrics
suggested a rho value of .85, well over the .70 cutoff, and the eigenvalues were in the appropriate
ranges (1st eigenvalue= 2.38, 2nd eigenvalue= .84). Together this suggested no issues with
unidimensionality. Loadings for the mindfulness facets on the mindfulness latent construct were
also acceptable, ranging from .71 to .85, and all weights matched the loading signs. Further, no
issues with cross loading was observed. Thus, the measurement quality for mindfulness was
deemed acceptable without revision.
Following, two sets of analyses were conducted. First, mindfulness was assessed for its
role in moderating relationships between the identity components and stress and between stress
and self-concept clarity, as depicted in the Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Testing Moderation of Mindfulness on Relationships Between Constructs
Note: The identity components of value and empowerment were tested. Another analysis
investigated the relationship between stress and teaching self-concept clarity. Individual analyses
were run for each.

Given the lack of significant paths from self efficacy and mindset to stress, the
moderation analyses were run on the value and empowerment to stress and stress to self-concept
clarity paths exclusively. However, mindfulness did not significantly moderate the paths from
either value (95% CI= -.27, .27) or empowerment to stress (95% CI= -.29, .36). Likewise,
mindfulness did not significantly moderate the path from stress to teaching self-concept clarity
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(95% CI= -.34, .30). Thus, mindfulness did not appear to show any moderating role in the
relationships in the current model.
Second, mindfulness was evaluated to see if it had a significant effect on any of the
identity components or stress individually, as depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Testing Relationships Between Mindfulness and Model Components
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To test these relationships, a new inner model was run with mindfulness as the sole
exogenous variable predicting each construct. Bootstrapped confidence intervals were again used
to tell the significance of these relationships. In this case, mindfulness showed a significant effect
on nearly all of the individual components. Results of this new inner model indicated that
mindfulness significantly predicted teaching efficacy (.23; 95% CI= .09, .41), perceived value
(.25; 95% CI= .13, .41), and growth mindset (.22; 95% CI= .08, .39). Mindfulness also strongly
and significantly predicted lower levels of stress (-.63; 95% CI= -.72, -.52) and greater teaching
self-concept clarity (.53; 95% CI= .42, .65). The path from mindfulness to perceived
empowerment was not significant (.25; 95% CI= -.31, .42).
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Chapter 5. Discussion
The present study provided an empirical investigation of an expanded version of Hong’s
(2010) conceptual model of the role of professional identity in pre-service teacher retention, that
also explored the effect of stress on overall teaching self-concept clarity. In addition, the study
investigated the connections that mindfulness may have with the model components, both
through predicting more adaptive perceptions, beliefs, stress, and greater overall clarity of
oneself as a teacher, and through moderating maladaptive relationships between identity
components and stress perceptions.
In terms of the hypothesized model, the results showed that two of the identity
components proposed by Hong (2010), teaching value and perceived empowerment, significantly
predicted stress with teaching such that low levels of value and empowerment predicted greater
stress. However, teaching efficacy and growth mindset did not significantly predict stress.
Further, of all components, only teaching value significantly predicted teaching self-concept
clarity directly. These findings lend mixed support to the hypothesized pathways in the model
based on Hong’s (2010) conceptual work, as all four components were expected to predict stress
and teaching self-concept clarity to some degree.
While this lack of significant relationships was surprising, there are some possible
explanations. For teaching efficacy, it is possible that this component was not significantly
related to stress nor self-concept clarity because of the developmental stage of the participants, in
which direct experience with teaching practice and related obstacles is limited. For instance, selfefficacy is developed over time in response to life experiences, particularly mastery and failure
experiences, in a given context (Bandura, 1977,1981). Since teaching efficacy is specifically
focused on school-based skills (student engagement, instructional strategies, and classroom
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management), it is possible that pre-service teachers, who have not yet spent a substantial
amount of time teaching, have no reference point with which to seriously weigh their efficacy in
this area. This assumption fits with evidence that pre-service teachers often have changing and
sometimes distorted self-efficacy views over their teacher training, in part due to a lack of
practical experience (Pendergast, Garvis, & Keogh, 2011). Similarly, in terms of implicit
beliefs, research suggests that students in teacher education often arrive with naive, unfounded,
or mismatched expectations and beliefs that they have not thoroughly evaluated (Ashton, 1984;
Brownlee, Dart, Boulton-Lewis, & McCrindle, 1998; Chong et al., 2011), and that this often
leads to a moment of “reality shock” when real life situations force one to reflect upon them
(Chong et al., 2011; Weinstein, 1988). For example, Dweck (2014) described the fluctuating and
increasingly contextualized teaching mindset of a previous student as she entered teaching.
Whereas this teacher entered with a general growth mindset, she quickly discovered that much of
what she believed was overly generalized and optimistic, and the realities of teaching caused her
to doubt what she thought about her own skill and ability to bring about change for her students.
Further, this teacher came to recognize that a general growth mindset was too broad, and that she
needed to reflect more thoroughly on herself and the realities of her context in order for a growth
mindset to remain sustainable. Thus, perhaps one’s mindset about teaching ability was not
significantly related to more personalized areas (e.g. stress and identity clarity) in the current
project because students, like this teacher, were calling upon past, general mindsets (e.g. about
intelligence rather than a particular ability) or vicarious evaluations (e.g. whether they believe
others can become good teachers) to answer what they believed about teaching ability, rather
than specifically considering their own teaching ability in context. These explanations could also
fit with why the more affective components, teaching value and perceived empowerment, were
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significantly related while efficacy and growth mindset were not - since neither rely on
experience with success and failure. For instance, value corresponds with understanding the
reasons one wants to become a teacher, which teachers often initially draw from their past
experiences (Hong, 2010; Olsen, 2008), and which students may be more likely to have
considered when choosing a teaching major. Further, perceived empowerment is based on
experiences of support from one's peers and superiors (Short & Rinehart, 1992), which would
not seem to rely on knowledge of what teaching is actually like.
Efficacy and growth mindset excluded, however, findings supported past findings in the
literature. Supporting Hong’s (2010, 2012) emphasis on stress/burnout in reasons for pre-service
and in-service teacher dropout, the present study found that stress had a large impact on teaching
self-concept clarity, with those perceiving great stress with teaching feeling much less clear
about themselves as teachers. This is congruent with past research that suggested stress as an
important factor in explaining the relationship between self-evaluations and teaching outcomes
(e.g Schwarzer & Hallum, 2008), while extending this research to include identity outcomes.
This finding was made even more important because having a clear sense of self was strongly
connected to commitment, in line with past research (Schwartz et al., 2010), which in turn
predicted intent to persist in or leave the profession. This supports the idea posed in the
introduction that how one reacts to teaching perceptions and experiences may help explain
overall identity disturbance that fluctuations in individual perceptions (e.g. efficacy) may not.
Further, this could have implications for professional identity and retention intervention, as
providing one with a means of reducing stress could be a potential way to ease identity conflict
with teaching that can undermine long term dedication to the profession.
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In exploring a means of reducing stress and promoting adaptive self-perceptions, the
present findings lend further support for the benefit of mindfulness. While mindfulness did not
moderate any of the relationships with stress nor from stress to self-concept, mindfulness did
play a role in the levels of each individual component. Specifically, mindfulness significantly
predicted teaching efficacy, perceived value, growth mindset, and overall teaching self-concept
clarity. Mindfulness only failed to predict empowerment, which, compared to internal beliefs,
arises from environmental characteristics that may be less prone to one’s control. These
significant relationships were consistent with previous research showing that mindfulness is
connected with the self and increased self-concept clarity (Hanley & Garland, 2017; Vago &
Silbersweig, 2012). Beyond the identity components, mindfulness also strongly predicted lower
levels of perceived stress. This finding further supports existing evidence that mindfulness may
be a particularly effective means of stress maintenance, as suggested in previous research with
in-service and pre-service teachers (e.g Flook et al., 2013; Meiklejohn et al., 2012; Poulin et al.,
2008). If stress plays a substantial role in pre-service teachers’ teaching concept clarity, as
suggested, then mindfulness may offer a fairly straightforward means of intervening early in the
professional development process before issues with teaching identity and commitment have
gotten out of hand. Further, this may be an ideal means of fostering pre-service teachers’
professional development, as a mindful disposition can be developed over time with practice and
without demand for substantial resources (Roeser et al., 2012).
Limitations and Future Directions
While the study did lend general support to the structure of the hypothesized model and
the beneficial influence of mindfulness in the process, there were a number of limitations that
should warrant caution of the findings. First, the small sample could be masking some of the
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potential relationships between constructs, due to a lack of statistical power. It is possible that
with a larger sample, some of the pathways may become significant. For instance, some of the
confidence intervals were not far from indicating significant effects, and it is impossible to say
whether a larger sample may have changed this scenario. Second, partial least squares estimation
does not provide statistics to judge the overall quality or fit of the model. Compared to
covariance-based methods, there were limited means by which to suggest whether the specific
structure of the model was acceptable, only that the pathways within it generally predicted each
other and accounted for a moderate amount of the variance in intent to remain in teaching. This
also limits the ability to test and compare alternative models with pathways added or removed. In
line with this limitation, though theoretical and empirical support was provided for the
hypothesized structure of the model, having no fit indices makes it difficult to see whether
construct placement in the model was better supported than in Hong’s (2010) original model, for
instance where stress and commitment were placed in later steps beyond the identity
components. In addition, another limitation with the analyses was that indirect effects had no
bootstrapped confidence intervals with which to evaluate significant mediation and PLS has been
noted to produce differential mediation results when compared to traditional methods (Yurova,
Rippe, & Weisfeld-Spolter, 2014), which could be problematic given the limited investigations
which have examined mediation effects using PLS methods (Bontis, Booker, & Serenko, 2007).
Third, because the study was cross-sectional in design, it is impossible to truly speak on the
directionality of findings. While stress was observed to predict lower self-clarity, it is also
possible that unclear views of oneself in one’s chosen career path might elicit stress. Further, in
having participants answer all questions at one time point, back-to-back, it is also possible that
the ordering of items may have had unintended priming effects when responding to subsequent
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items. For instance, by asking participants about teaching qualities and sense of self first, it is
possible that this could have led them to rate their sense of commitment to teaching to a higher or
lower degree than if they had been asked about their commitment before considering these
personal characteristics. Finally, because all ranges of pre-service teachers were used for the sake
of garnering the largest sample, unaccounted differences between early and late pre-service
teachers could muddy some of the results. For instance, it is possible that the rationale provided
for why efficacy and mindset may not be related to stress and self-concept may apply more
before the last year of training when students begin to work in schools.
Nevertheless, the current findings generally support the hypothesized process of stress,
self-clarity, commitment, and intent to remain in teaching and offer new understanding to the
literature. Future research could investigate additional self perceptions to test whether more
affective perceptions play a larger role in stress and self-concept before one has had direct
experience with teaching-related hardships. Further, this could possibly be disentangled by
investigating the salience of different perceptions and beliefs at different points in professional
development, such as just entering teacher education and graduating from a program. The most
pressing point of future research, however, might be further exploring means of tackling preservice teachers’ stress and identity clarity, particularly in regard to mindfulness. Given the
evidence of a connection between mindfulness and nearly all of the identity components, this
could be a fruitful avenue for further investigation, particularly since mindfulness has not been
thoroughly examined in relation to identity development, and particularly not in the teaching
context. Longitudinal study is also needed to examine the long-term impact of mindfulness for
pre-service teachers and to potentially assess the use of mindfulness as an intervention.
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Appendix
Items on Teacher Survey
Self-Efficacy Scale
1. To what extent can you use a variety of assessment strategies?
2. To what extent can you provide an alternative explanation or example when students are
confused?
3. To what extent can you craft good questions for your students?
4. How well can you implement alternative strategies in a classroom?
5. How much can you do to control disruptive behavior in a classroom?
6. How much can you do to get children to follow classroom rules?
7. How much can you do to calm a student who is disruptive or noisy?
8. How well can you establish a classroom management system with multiple groups of
students?
9. How much can you do to get students to believe they can do well in schoolwork?
10. How much can you do to help your students value learning?
11. How much can you do to motivate students who show low interest in schoolwork?
12. How much can you assist families in helping their children do well in school?
Perceived Task Value Scale
1. In general, I find the idea of working as a teacher (very boring – very interesting)
2. How much do you like the idea of being a teacher? (Not very much – very much)
3. Is the amount of effort it will take to do well as a teacher worthwhile to you? (not very
worthwhile – very worthwhile)
4. I feel that, to me, being good at teaching is (not at all important – very important).
5. How useful is becoming a teacher for obtaining your future goals? (not very useful – very
useful)
6. How useful is becoming a teacher for your life outside of school? (not very useful – very
useful)
Implicit Theories of Teaching Skill
1. You can’t really teach someone how to be a great teacher; great teachers are born, not
made
2. You can’t really change how well a teacher helps students understand topics or gets
students to think critically
3. Someone’s teaching may improve a little with training and experience, but it can’t be
hugely improved.
4. No matter who you are, you can significantly change how good of a teacher you are.
5. You can always substantially change how well you can develop students’ learning.
6. No matter how much teaching skill you start with, you can always develop it quite a bit.
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Empowerment Scale
1. I will be given the responsibility to monitor programs
2. I will make decisions about the implementation of new programs in the school.
3. I will make decisions about the selection of other teachers for my school.
4. I will be involved in school budget decisions
5. I will be given the opportunity to teach other teachers
6. I will be able to determine my own schedule.
7. Principals, other teachers, and school personnel will solicit my advice.
8. I will plan my own schedule.
9. My advice will be solicited by others.
10. I will have the opportunity to teach other teachers about innovative ideas.
11. I believe that I will have earned respect.
12. I believe that I will be very effective.
13. I will have the respect of my colleagues.
14. I will have the support of my colleagues.
15. I will have a strong knowledge base in the areas in which I teach.
16. I believe that I will be good at what I do.
17. I will have control over daily schedules.
18. I will be able to teach as I choose.
19. I will have the freedom to make decisions on what is taught.
20. I will make decisions about curriculum.
Self-Concept Clarity Scale
1. My beliefs about myself as a teacher often conflict with one another.
2. On one day I might have one opinion of being a teacher and on another day I might have
a different opinion.
3. I spend a lot of time wondering about whether I really see myself as a teacher.
4. Sometimes I feel that I am not really a teacher, even if I appear to be.
5. When I think about who I am becoming as a teacher, I’m not really sure what I am like.
6. I seldom experience conflict over whether or not I see myself as a teacher.
7. Sometimes I think I understand other peoples’ career choices better than my own.
8. My beliefs about myself as a teacher seem to change very frequently.
9. If I were asked to describe myself as a teacher, my description might end up being
different from one day to another day.
10. Even if I wanted to, I don’t think I would be able to tell someone what I’m like as a
teacher.
11. In general, I have a clear sense of who I am and what I am as a teacher.
12. It is often hard for me to make up my mind about being a teacher because I don’t really
know what I want.
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Perceived Stress Scale
1. How often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly related
to teaching?
2. How often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things about
teaching?
3. How often have you felt nervous and stressed about teaching?
4. How often have you felt confident in your ability to handle your personal problems
related to teaching?
5. How often have you felt that things were going your way in regard to teaching?
6. How often have you found that you could not cope with all the things that you had to do
related to teaching?
7. How often have you been able to control irritations in your life related to teaching?
8. How often have you felt you were on top of things in regard to teaching?
9. How often have you been angered because of things that were outside of your control
related to teaching?
10. How often have you felt difficulties related to teaching were piling up so high that you
could not overcome them?
Mindfulness Scale
1. It is easy for me to concentrate on what I am doing.
2. I am preoccupied by the future.
3. I can tolerate emotional pain.
4. I can accept things I cannot change.
5. I can usually describe how I feel at the moment in considerable detail.
6. I am easily distracted.
7. I am preoccupied by the past.
8. It’s easy for me to keep track of my thoughts and feelings.
9. I try to notice my thoughts without judging them.
10. I am able to accept the thoughts and feelings I have.
11. I am able to focus on the present moment.
12. I am able to pay close attention to one thing for a long period of time.
Occupational Commitment Scale
1. If I could get a job different from being a teacher and paying the same amount, I would
take it.
2. I definitely want a career for myself in teaching.
3. If I could do it all over again, I would not choose to work in the teaching profession.
4. If I had all the money I needed without working, I would probably still continue to work
in the teaching profession.
5. I like teaching too well to give it up.
6. Teaching is the ideal profession for work I like.
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7. I am disappointed that I ever entered the teaching profession.
8. I spend a significant amount of time outside of school reading teaching-related journals,
books, magazines, or other sources.
9. I talk down the teaching profession.
10. After getting my degree, I would only take courses or seminars about teaching if paid for
by my employer.
Intent to Stay Scale
1.
2.
3.
4.

I plan to leave teaching as soon as possible.
Under no circumstances will I voluntarily leave teaching before I retire.
I would be reluctant to leave teaching.
I plan to stay in teaching as long as possible.

Demographics
1. Sex:
Male Female
2. Age (in years):
3. Ethnicity:
White
Black or African American
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
Hispanic
Multi-racial
Other
4. What is your primary intended program?
TALN
Early Childhood
Secondary
Art
PE
Music
Other
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5. Which best describes your primary major?
Education/teaching
Other (ex. English, Math, Art, Music, etc.)
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